


NEODYSSEY 

When a vision from the past meets the future  

Influenced by Optic Art and Post-Internet aesthetic, DEMSKY J. is known for a work that 
explores the graphic universe from the interface of technological devices of the end of 
the 1980s.  

DEMSKY J.’s art stands for its unbounded energy. For a couple of years, he has been 
building a multicolored body of work with retro-futuristic hints: a galaxy of pure colors, an 
access to unknown emotions, between nostalgia of the past and futuristic vision.  

NEODISSEY is a new retrospective show of his work around the affinities between the 
physical and the digital world. The artist questions their impact on society through the 
ambiguous relationship of fascination/repulsion for new technologies.  

Constantly looking to push his experiment with painting and his research on space and 
movement further -two fundamental dimensions of his work-, thanks to an original point 
of view and a perfect mastery of spray paint, DEMSKY J. creates more and more abstract 
compositions and labyrinthine variations that play with visual perceptions.  

His geometric distortions induced by optical effects give life to a vibrant work that 
disrupts the modalities of our perception of art.  



 

SYNTHSYSTEM I 
Synthetic enamel on cutted ACP (aluminum composite panel)  
39.1 x 47.6” 
2017  



MIND CONTROL 
Synthetic enamel on cutted ACP (aluminum composite panel)  
35.4 x 53.1” 
2017  



SYNTHSYSTEM II  
Synthetic enamel on cutted ACP (aluminum composite panel)  
34.6 x 53.1” 
2017 



 

NOT HUMAN PROTOCOL ERROR  
Synthetic enamel on cutted ACP (aluminum composite panel)                                         
69.2 x 50.3” 
2017  



NINETH HYPRCUBE 
Synthetic enamel on cutted ACP (aluminum composite panel)                                        
48.3 x 47.2” 
2017  



ROBLOCK 
Synthetic enamel on cutted ACP (aluminum composite panel)                                        
33.4 x 68.8” 
2017  



TELEPATHY D-S  
Handcrafted wool tapestry                                                                                                
78.7 x 78.7” 
2017  



 

TELEPATHY S-D  
Handcrafted wool tapestry                                                                                                
78.7 x 78.7” 
2017  



DEMSKY J. - HANDCRAFTED WOOL TAPESTRY  

Handmade wool tapestries created in Oaxaca, Mexico in the purest tradition of Mexican 

craftsmanship by a native Mexican family with the finest organic materials from part of the region. 

Family run weaving business where for generations they have followed the same techniques for 

dyeing, spinning and weaving traditional designs. All their methods are natural and ecologically 

based including the gathering of local plants and seeds to obtain dyes to produce the various 

colours of Demsky’s design. 



 

DEMSKY J.  
Elche (Espagne), 1979 

 
From the day he fell into the graffiti world in the early 90’s. Dems has not ceased in 

destroying and rebuilding the alphabet from every angle. Crossing the entire world, 
jumping between hemispheres and continents, seeking for a new dimensions.  
His style sounds like a Jupiter 8, the legendary fluor era synthesizer. Visually recognizable 
at first sight, his work captures the whole essence of Arcades and Sci-Fi saturated films, 
inspired by blue laser and red neon. With a single stroke, he can incarnate the water resist 

calculator-watch Casio precision or the Japanium force, resulting in a direct although 
subtle blow to the good-taste conventional laws.  
His elegant compositions devour space and make you travel to a totally unknown, but 
such familiar world that we could enter it, before watching the space and time fold, 
creating a timeless loop, right there, between the D and the S. 

Written by Arturo Tortura. University of Santa Magnetica.  



SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 

2017  

GR Gallery - OFF THE WALL - duo show / NewYork, US                                                 
Knew Conscious - RECONFIGURED - solo show / Denver, US                                             
By Night Gallery - KROMACITY - group show / Paris, France  

2016  

CASO Contemporary Art Space Osaka - COLOR - group show / Osaka, Japan        
Golden Hands Gallery - NEON COMPANY - group show / Hamburg, Germany            
Toba Gallery - VNIVERSALVNIVERSE - solo show / Mexico City, MX  
Le Grand Jeu & By Night Gallery - Manege Museum - ARTMOSSPHERE - group show / 
Moscow, Russia                                                                                                               
Foley Gallery - PROCESS & PROGRESS - group show / New York, US  

2015 
Anagra - MAGNETIC KIMURA - duo show / Tokyo, Japan  
Montana Gallery Barcelona - ULTRASCOPE - UB group show / Barcelona, Spain       
Galerie Zimmerling & Jungfleisch - VEYOND - solo show / Saarbrücken, Germany        
Mya Gallery - KALEIDOSCOPE - group show / London, UK  
Galerie Central - ANTE BELLVM - group show / Liege, Belgium  
Tai on Terrace - HKWALLS - print group show / Hong Kong  

2014 
OpenSpace Gallery - VISION The Black Book Of Secrets and Tricks - limited edit. book / 
Paris, France                                                                                                              
Kojimachi Gallery & Calmaart Artspace - VECTOUR#81 - duo show / Tokyo & Osaka, 
Japan                                                                                                                              
Mister Pink Gallery - ULTRADINÁMICA - duo show / Valencia, Spain  
1AM Gallery - A MAJOR MINORITY - group show / San Francisco, California  

2013 
We Are Void Gallery - HEXAHEDRON EXPONENTIELE - duo show / Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands                                                                                                                   
Oniwa Gallery & Badmotel - PLUS VLTRA - duo show / Tokyo, Japan & Bangkok, Thailand 
Galerie Celal - VEGANZA - UB show / Paris, France  
Backside Gallery - VNANIMVS - duo show / Marseille, France  

2012 
Vicious Gallery - MURCIELAGO - duo show / Hamburg, Germany.                                 
IAM Gallery - VENENO44 - UB show / Madrid, Spain 



BY NIGHT GALLERY  

www.bynightgallery.com  
info@bynightgallery.com  

Justine Brault +33 6 74 76 54 82  
Rommel Mehrer +1 (305) 934-2171 

@bynightgallery 
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